Nature

Wind, Water, Fire, and Ice,
Combined they make something nice
Water moves side to side,
Crashing down to make one tide

Fire can burn all we know,
Which is one of our biggest foes
Wind spinning round and round,
Blowing everything we know down

Ice freezing life on earth,
Stopping time for what it’s worth
Nature works in mysterious ways,
It can make our last days

Each day brings something new,
From zero hour you wonder who
Without elements we will die,
Such as water which we need high

From the way the earth causes woe,
Can even make your heart beat slow
The breath of life will guideth thee,
And open the eyes for all to see

When the seed of life laid down its hand,
That’s when we made our final stand
We opened our minds to all our fears,
Then the voice within spoke loud and clear

The veins of life in which we live,
Never falter, Never give
We crack the ice and hope to see,
The future behold that brings us glee

The last days are growing near,
Which could prove all our fears
Maybe not this life or the next,
Earth will die as if it were hexed

Now we must learn the way,
To find another place to stay
Now nature leads our lives,
How will you survive?